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About us

We are the most complete corporate
travel & expense management software
for all different size of companies

We generate savings in
corporate transfers of cabs,
taxis, cargos and couriers

 Compatible with all WEB
browsers and present in iOS
and Android devices

 Control, real time monitoring
and complete detail of all trips
of your company

Automatic reconciliation and
rapid payment to suppliers



We show you the driver's
position on a map when it's coming!

 Choose from your favorite destinations

 Know the distance
and the price before traveling

Pay in cash, credit card 
or checking account

Share your trip on 
WhatsApp so they can follow you

Chose the date and time of your reservation

The platform



Configure your monthly closing date of the liquidations to suppliers

Voucher signing is now digital! (ECO-Friendly)

Imputation of expenses automatically by cost center

Savings intelligence such sharing cars between employees and
choosing the cheapest transfer supplier automatically

Real-time reports based on cost centers:
    Expenses and amou    Expenses and amount of trips
    Distance traveled
    Accumulated waiting hours
    Deviations between theoretical and real routes
    And much more

Corporate solution



Requesting a transfer 

Selection of passenger or passengers who will travel from 
company directory

Cost centers to which charge the cost of the trip

Origin and multiple destinations with anticipation of route, distance
and price before traveling

Possibility of choosing destinations from addresses stored in
ffavorites, or mostly used by your company thanks to the 
Google Maps algorithm

Transfer providers authorized by your company

Drop-down list to select possible reasons to take the trip



We set the rates that our corporate customer 
has agreed with each transfer provider

Our intelligent algorithm will always give you the most
economical option among your suppliers

We guarantee savings up to 30% in corporate transfers

Fees



manager

receptionist

accountant



Competitive advantages

Availability and total functionality worldwide

ERP's integration

High level of customization:
    User permissions
    Reports
    Form fields while creating new reservations / Flow modifications

TTraining, user manuals, and instructive videos FREE OF CHARGE

Easy, fast integration and no cost for the transfer providers

We can turn into your only transfer provider and take
care of all administrative stuff of your transfer providers



Business Intelligence

Through our link with Microsoft's Power BI platform, we offer a real-time navigable Dashboard
with reports on reservations, expenses, suppliers and much more.



Business Intelligence



Business Intelligence





Contact us:
info@shift-app.com
+54 11 5272-2918
+1 (302) 440 1469
Buenos Aires, Argentina
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